PARIS ITINERARY
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

SEVILLE-PARIS

PARIS Louvre museum

PARIS

6:40 – 8:35 Direct Flight Seville-Paris .

Breakfast and transfer by coach

Arrival and reception of the group by
our guide.

Louvre museum

Breakfast and transfer to the city
centre by coach.

Sightseeing with a local guide.
During the way, we will walk along by
the main monuments and places of
interest of Paris: Notre Dame cathedral
(stop to take pictures and free time),
the district of Marais, Louvre museum,
Garnier opera, Vandôme Square,
Concorde Square, les Champs Elysees,
Arc de Triomphe and les Invalides.
Visit to the Eiffel Tower -2º Floor
(on availiability).
Emblematic monument of Paris and
symbol of France, the Eiffel Tower was
built by the architect Gustave Eiffel for
the Universal Exposition in 1889. It is
nowadays the most visited monument in
the world.

Its collection is organized thematically
in different departments: Oriental
antiques, Egyptian antiques, Greek
antiques, Roman and Etruscan
objects, history of the Louvre and the
medieval Louvre, painting, sculpture,
objects of art, graphical arts and art
of the Islam.
Among the most important paintings
of the museum it is worth remarking
on:

•

Leonardo's “Gioconda”

•

Delacroix's “Freedom Leading
the people”

•

Veronese's “Wedding ay
Cana”

It is possible access the tower either on
the lift or on foot but the second option
it isn't worth unless you consider it a
challenge.

Afternoon walk along Tuileries,
Place de la Concorde and Champs
Elyssés.

Transfer to hotel, dinner and
accommodation.

Visual night, with a beautiful sight of
the city.
Transfer to hotel, dinner and
accommodation.

Cultural morning with a visit to
Notre Dame and the “Quartier
Latin”.
Cultural evening with the tour
“The Paris of the Parisians”.
Boat trip along the Seine.
The boats are the most
comfortable and modern that you
can find in Paris. A cruise to
explore the Paris that you've
always dreamt about.
Transfer to the hotel, dinner and
accommodation.

Day 4 DISNEYLAND RESORT
PARIS

Day 5 PARIS-SEVILLA

Breakfast

Breakfast.

Disneyland Paris Park (lunch
included)

Free
morning
to
visit
optionally:
Trocadero,
Montmartre, Opera.

Disneyland Paris is the complex
where theme parks, hotels, and
restaurants of Disney are located.
It comprises the parks of
Disneyland and Walt Disney
Studios. At present, it receives
almost 15 million visitors yearly
and it's one of the main tourist
attractions in Paris.
Dinner and accommodation.

Transfer Hotel-Airport by
coach.
21.05-23.20 Direct Flight
Paris-Seville

